
Esperanza ERW007 26-70 inch TV mount Ref: 5901299953358
26-70 inch TV mount Esperanza ERW007

Esperanza ERW007 TV mount for 26-70 inch TVs.
The Esperanza ERW007 TV mount is the perfect solution for anyone who values convenience and security. Its universal design fits TVs
from  26  to  70  inches  and  a  maximum  load  of  up  to  30  kg,  guaranteeing  stability  and  safe  use.  It  comes  with  not  only  mounting
accessories,  but  also  a  practical  level  to  facilitate  proper  installation.  The  lightweight  mount,  weighing  just  950g,  ensures  easy
installation without weighing down the wall.
 
Adjustable position: high-level viewing comfort
Esperanza ERW007 is distinguished by its ability to adjust the position of the TV. The user can adjust the tilt up to +/- 15 degrees and
rotate horizontally up to 180 degrees,  allowing perfect positioning of the screen. This functionality is  especially useful  in multipurpose
rooms, where the viewing angle can vary depending on where you sit.
 
Compatible with the VESA standard: mounting versatility.
The  ERW007 mount  is  compatible  with  a  wide  range  of  VESA  standards  (from 75  x  75  mm to  400  x  400  mm),  making  it  a  universal
solution  for  different  TV  models.  Thanks  to  this  feature,  the  mount  fits  most  TVs  on  the  market,  eliminating  the  need  to  look  for
specialized equipment.
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Adjustable distance from the wall: to fit the space
With the ability to adjust the distance from the wall from 30 to 240 mm, the ERW007 mount allows you to optimally fit your TV to the
space in the room. This feature is particularly useful in small apartments or in situations where additional space is needed behind the TV,
for example for cables or sound systems.
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelERW007Screen  size26-70  inchesMaximum  load30kgVESA  min-max  standard75  x  75  -  400  x  400mmAdjustable
distance of TV from wall:30-240mmTilt adjustmentup to +/- 15oHorizontal rotation angle adjustmentup to 180oWeight of the mount950g

Price:

€ 8.50

RC models, IT Accessories, Live FPV preview, TV mount, Accessories
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